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Abstract. The technological progress over the past decade has 

revolutionized the transportation domain. Autonomous and semi-

autonomous vehicles have now gained the global spotlight for fa-

cilitating personal transportation with minimal manual interven-

tion. The digitization of this industry has been accompanied by 

significant security challenges in terms of ensuring reliable trans-

mission and robust communication networks which are critical 

for the proper functioning of the smart vehicle. The CAN bus ar-

chitecture responsible to establishing connectivity within the var-

ious vital components of the car’s internal architecture is a prime 

target for intrusions. Secure connections must also be established 

between the vehicle and external devices such as smartphones for 

enhancing the travel experience. Hence a complete security intru-

sion detection framework for self-driving cars is of dire need. This 

article introduces an Intelligent Machine Learning based Porta-

ble, Reliable and Optimal VErification System (IMPROVE) for 

Future Vehicles that aims to provide a viable solution to resist ve-

hicular cyberattacks both on the internal network of the vehicle 

and the vehicle to device network established. The proposed 

framework is twofold in nature- The initial module focusses on 

ensuring Controller Area Network (CAN) security through ma-

chine learning modelling for intrusion detection. The second 

module is oriented towards utilizing data analysis to detect and 

block malicious behaviour on networks established with exter-

nal/internal devices. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Efficient transportation has become essential for the smooth 

functioning of humanity and its lifestyle choices. With the ad-

vent of new commercial automotive requirements and commu-

nication technology, the industry has entered a new era in ma-

chine anonymity. Vehicles are now being modified to relieve 

passengers from the stress of driving and navigating, helping 

them to focus their time on learning, working or relaxing. Au-

tomated transportation promotes road safety, eliminating acci-

dents caused due to error in human judgement. It is estimated 

that the widespread production and application of self-driving 

cars could reduce fatal traffic accidents by upto 93% by remov-

ing human error from the driving process [29]. Financial bur-

dens relating to vehicle repair, insurance and maintenance also 

decrease drastically with optimization automation of personal 

vehicles. The boost in complete electric vehicle production 

helps combat environmental degradation caused by vehicle air 

pollution.  
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Autonomous cars have now been provided with the ability to 

analyse surrounding information, traffic patterns and internal 

resource requirements to make optimized decisions to self-

drive the passengers to their destination efficiently.  

The race towards launching autonomous cars to the general 

mainstream population is accelerating and increasing the re-

quirement of robust and real time networks architectures for its 

feasible functioning. The organization of high-performance 

clusters that are connected through a central gateway operating 

upon a high-speed backbone. The arrangement of actuators and 

group sensors is carried out hierarchically. Autonomous vehi-

cles employ a wide range of sensory devices like Light Detec-

tion and Ranging (LiDAR), Radio Detection and Ranging 

(RADAR) and high-resolution cameras which generate large 

amounts of data from which useful information can be ex-

tracted. The data flow structures of the vehicle run in different 

or parallel directions and require well organized electrical sup-

port with high-speed links, nodes, assemblies and cables. Ve-

hicle networks are established for real time and high-speed 

communication within the vehicle and with external nodes of 

the network (V2X). V2X communication networks must pro-

vide real time inputs and analysis of the complete surrounding 

environment in addition to other data transmissions that en-

hance driver comfort [30, 31]. The environmental inputs assist 

the self-driving cars to decide whether they should accelerate 

decelerate or stop themselves. While the sensors help the vehi-

cles interact with their surroundings, radio systems help vehi-

cles communicate and exchange information with other similar 

vehicles or traffic related infrastructure/devices. The infor-

mation assists vehicles in determining the most optimal route 

to the destination based upon road terrain, traffic congestions 

and slowdowns. The communication networks can be catego-

rized based upon the nodes in the network and their range. 

 

1.1 In-Vehicle Communication Systems 

A typical in-vehicle communication system is comprised of in-

ternal wired connections within the different components of 

the vehicle. In the automotive domain, vehicle buses are spe-

cial purposed internal networks for vehicle component inter-

connections. The facilitation of these connections is primarily 

achieved by CAN bus connection networks in autonomous 

cars Controller Area Networks or CANs are enabling reliable 

communication between devices/ embedded system devices 

without the requirement of a host computer. Durable and inex-

pensive network connections can be established and has pro-

pelled the mass production of it in the automotive sector. Au-

tonomous vehicle has five electronic control units (ECU0 

through ECU4) will communicate over a CAN bus. Every con-
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trol unit ECU0 and ECU1, controls three of the ultrasonic sen-

sors installed in the front and back of the vehicle. The middle 

ECU2 consists of ultrasonic sensor and global positioning sys-

tem (GPS) to provide the main control unit ECU4 with current 

location to take the decision to move and send it to the moving 

control unit ECU3. ECU3 controls the motor drivers, that able 

to take a fast decision depending on the data collected from 

other ECUs. Figure 1 depicts in-vehicle communication layout 

incorporated in CAN based vehicles. With increase in the num-

ber of internal components, the wirings required also increases. 

Hence wireless mediums of communication are also being ex-

plored for widespread application in the automotive industry. 

 
Fig. 1. In vehicle communication using CAN 

 

1.2 Vehicle Device Communication 

A specific type of communication in the category of vehicle to 

everything communication is vehicle to device communica-

tion, where transmission of information is carried out between 

a external device and the vehicle. Smartphones and personal 

tablets are device most often communicating with the vehicle. 

Vehicle to Device (V2D) communication can help diagnose 

abnormalities or faults in the internal systems, identify the op-

erational information and control interior entertainment sys-

tems. The development of mobile applications for control and 

ease of usage has found its way into the automotive sector. The 

interaction between the vehicle and passenger is simplified and 

provides an increase in overall comfort. The introduction of 

mobile connectivity also accompanies with it the vulnerabili-

ties of mobile application hacking and malware. 

 

1.3 V2V Communication 

The V2V communication [25] modules enable nearby vehicles 

to shared relevant information with each other. The infor-

mation transmitted between vehicles can be regarding travel 

routes, locations, acceleration and individual car conditions 

that may help modify the decision-making processes of the ve-

hicle to obtain ideal results. If a vehicle is involved in a road 

accident or has encountered an unpredicted obstacle, it can no-

tify other vehicles that might be following a similar navigation 

path to avoid certain actions during their travel for the optimal 

results. V2V communications is heavily dependent on wireless 

communication mediums like Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or Cellular 

connections [26]. The allocation of separate frequency ranges 

for automotive communications are being established in recent 

times. In the United States of America, a 75MHz band of the 

5.9GHz spectrum is utilized for vehicle communications and 

intelligent transportation systems possessing a total range of 

300 meters. DSRC, a wireless protocol similar to WiFi is used 

in V2V communication along with GPS to provide a complete 

surrounding analysis of similar vehicles within their range of 

communication. Along with speed and acceleration related 

info, sophisticated vehicle systems transmit control data such 

as vehicle path history, path prediction, transmission state and 

steering wheel angle. With the combinational analysis of path 

prediction and past path, the vehicles are provided with real-

time route strategy, complete path assessments and predicting 

dangerous accident possibilities. The communicated infor-

mation over the network is anonymous is majority of the cases 

to safeguard personally identifiable information. 

 

1.4 Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) Communication 

Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) is another categorical division 

in vehicle information communication systems, where the con-

nection establishment is achieved between the vehicle and ex-

ternal infrastructure centres for real time monitoring of loca-

tion information and statistical analysis. This communication 

provides vehicles with the ability to interact with different de-

vices that are part of the city’s smart traffic system (Parking 

meters [15], traffic lights, cameras, streetlights, signs etc.,). 

Powered by an integrated structure of firmware, software and 

hardware, V2I transmissions are mostly bidirectional and wire-

less through ad hoc networks. The safety of each individual 

vehicle can be ensured by vehicle specific real time updates 

provided by the infrastructure. The distance of communication 

is farthest in this type of structure when compared to previous 

communication categories [27]. Extended wireless communi-

cation networks are used for the conveying of sensory infer-

ences which may include traffic conditions, road preferences 

and availability of parking or repair services. City Traffic man-

agement systems in smart cities can utilize the data for traffic 

planning, dynamic speed limit determination, traffic signal 

timing optimization and overall vehicle movement control. 

 

1.5 Vehicle Security 

The maintenance of data integrity in the critical systems pre-

sent in the autonomous vehicles is essential for the prevention 

of accidents or passenger injury. As the life safety of the pas-

senger directly depends upon the secureness of the autono-

mous system, robust security features are regarded to be of 

high interest and requirement in self driving vehicles [28]. Se-

cure transfer of data across the physical layer and across per-

sonal device networks play a major role in maintain the confi-

dentiality of the transmission. Companies are looking into op-

tical fibre-based connections as a methodology to combat elec-

tromagnetic interference, signal distortion and crosstalk. This 

property of optic networks becomes beneficial for vehicular 

transmissions due to large number of high-power devices [16] 

in the surrounding environment that may lead to transmission 

interference issues. Third party suppliers are now shifting their 

focus primarily towards encrypted data transfer enabled in-ve-

hicle networks abiding by Global Ethernet standards [18] for 

automotive vehicles. This helps provide a stronger layer of pro-

tection against unauthorized interceptions during transmission. 

Software involved in the systems should be protected and up-

dated regularly [18]. Malicious applications from a connected 

device can ambush and exploit the information available lead-

ing to further installation of malware modifications. Malware 

applications replicate the original software but breach the pri-

vacy guidelines by stealing account data, activating unneces-

sary systems or providing the intruder with more vulnerabili-

ties. 
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Machine learning algorithms [17] play a significant role in 

autonomous vehicles and are being deployed in several differ-

ent stages of the vehicle’s production. Machine learning plays 

a significant role in the working of the Electronic Control Units 

(ECU)s in smart vehicles. Object recognition and classification 

of imaging data retrieved from the visual sensors of the vehi-

cles are essential for understanding the landmarks around the 

vehicle. Surrounding object localizations and movement pre-

dictions can help the vehicle adjust its speed and navigation 

accordingly the ability of machine learning algorithms to un-

derstand and learn underlying patterns helps monitor the vital 

systems of the vehicles for any faults or repairs required. The 

same property of learning models can be applied to network 

security of the vehicles. Predictive modelling to identify anom-

alous or malicious behaviour can help prevent cyberattacks on 

the transmission networks of the vehicles. In this article, a 

novel framework for intrusion detection in internal and exter-

nal vehicular networks is proposed. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 

Network security for vehicle communications has recently 

gained interest due to the rapid development and production of 

autonomous smart vehicles. Reconfiguration of ECUs coupled 

with attack packet deactivated was proposed as a means to 

combat vehicle networks intrusions by Kwon et., al [1]. A mit-

igation module was also part of the system in order to recuper-

ate the network and its stability back to normal by eliminating 

possible damages caused by the malware. Their architecture 

helps command travel for reconfiguration of electronic control 

units with the control to delete or deactivate packets upon anal-

ysis. Survival Analysis based abnormality detection systems 

have been developed for vehicular networks in the past [2]. 

The methodologies focus on the identification of attacks that 

obtain unauthorized control through malware packets (mal-

function attacks, fuzzy attacks and flooding attacks). However, 

this technique was limited to the above three mentioned tech-

niques alone. Recent advances in intelligent transformation 

systems have resulted in the introduction of vehicular cloud 

computing [3]. Implementation of intelligent transportation 

systems fueled by storage and computing capacities provide 

higher real time efficiency by reducing latencies and improves 

Quality of Service (QoS) to the passengers [4]. The traffic 

management system is also secured with the application of 

VCC to wireless sensor networks [5].  

A cloud-based malware protection solution was established 

by Zhang et.al [6] for resource constrained autonomous sys-

tems. The system was also provided with the ability to detect 

new malware and update the existing malware database for fu-

ture ease in detection. A single gateway architecture was 

demonstrated for monitoring and controlling all external trans-

missions of the vehicle. However, the system is dependent on 

having constant access to the secure cloud and alternate ways 

of malware inspection have not been explored. CAN Bus ar-

chitectures are well regarded for their performance and effi-

ciency but fall a bit short in terms of security. The vulnerabili-

ties of the system can be protected with the help of intrusion 

detection systems geared towards protecting the CANs. This 

becomes particularly helpful for combatting unknown attack 

malware whose properties are not initially stored in the detec-

tion system. The exploration of deep learning methods for in-

trusion detection were also explored implementing GANs 

(General Adversial Networks) to generate possible solutions 

for unknown attacks [7].  

A dual generator Discriminator structure is characteristic of 

GANs enabling the visualizing similar images [8]. This func-

tions by considering the hexadecimal data flowing through the 

CAN as one hot encoded image data. Many studies have uti-

lized the recent advances in high performance computing and 

graphical processing technology for creation of complex mod-

els like deep artificial neural networks that provide real time 

results. Artificial neural networks demonstrate great efficiency 

but are limited by their high-cost expectations. ANN based 

IDS systems have been implemented in autonomous vehicles 

along with Long Short-Term Memory and Inception Resnet 

Models [9].  

Traditional Machine learning models were also tested. The 

results of the paper showed that the reduced architecture of In-

ception Resnet portrayed the maximum operability and perfor-

mance. Fuzzy and DoS attack identification systems for the 

CAN bus structure have been proposed in the past to combat 

the unauthenticated nature of dataflow [10]. The CAN ID data 

is dominated as 0x000 in the case of DoS attacks. The CAN 

bus structure allows communication in broadcast and rapid 

phase. The common patterns of their interactions can be ob-

served and used for identifying possible anomalies [11]. Every 

CAN ID send s a message at a specific period of time. All 

likely transactions of the CAN IDs have been transformed into 

a matrix based on exchange of packets in the training phase of 

the IDS. The success of artificial neural networks has propelled 

the study unsupervised modelling for intrusion detection in ve-

hicular CAN [12]. The proposed CANet is a combination of a 

dual specialized ANN structure. The combined ANN networks 

were a LSTM [13] and an Autoencoder architecture [14]. The 

final inference mechanism predicts the possibility of anomalies 

and the margin of error is computed. If the margin of error is 

over a fixed threshold, an anomaly is confirmed. This paper 

explores a novel combinational framework for protecting ve-

hicle to device and CAN network [20] associated with autono-

mous vehicles. 

 

III. MOTIVATION 

 

The domain of transportation is now undergoing a paradigm 

transition that will transform the industry forever. Connected 

autonomous vehicles [21] hold an integral part in the main-

stream development of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) 

[23]. With the rise in connectivity and intercommunication, the 

number of possible vulnerabilities and loopholes also increase, 

especially in smart city regions that operate on the simultane-

ous functioning of multiple heterogenous networks [22]. Vehi-

cle security is of utmost importance in such a scenario where 

the users are continuously connected to public networks. Intru-

sion detection helps recognize and record aggressive behav-

ioral patterns, analyze the network traffic to segregate the 

anomalous candidates and to provide the vehicle with robust 

protection against other malicious nodes that have breached 

the network. In the last, in near future electric vehicle, hydro-

gen vehicle, etc., will be the reality to reduce omission of CO2 

gases, to protect the earth, so we choose this area/ topic to work 

on. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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IMPROVE (Intelligent Machine Learning based Portable, Re-

liable and Optimal VErification) system consists of an intru-

sion detection module powered by machine learning that can 

predict and detect possible intrusion activity into the Controller 

Area Network. This module offers protection to the Electronic 

Control Units of the vehicle from being overridden by mal-

ware. These software modules are to be added along with the 

original operational software of the vehicle. The software mod-

ule monitors the CAN bus line for any possible actions that 

may indicate malware injection or abnormal behaviour. The 

proposed CAN protection module consists of a multi-step ap-

proach including input, analytics, prediction and final notifica-

tions. All the message traffic flowing through the CAN is 

screened through the protection module and analysed. This 

analysis is performed by a machine learning algorithm ensem-

ble that evaluates the behaviour as normal or suspicious based 

on a weighted average voting algorithm. The model informs 

the passenger or the main control center of the surrounding 

area network in case of a breach in order to bring awareness 

towards a possible abnormality. The overall machine learning 

framework can be strengthened by subjecting it to extensive 

real-world application in order to constantly update and im-

prove the model accuracy as well as its approach towards eval-

uating message transmission patterns. Custom updates re-

quired at a later date for identifying malicious behaviour can 

be done by each controller through the vehicle gateway. 

A six-model weighted ensemble- Random Forest, Adaptive 

Boosting, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes, Bagging Tree 

and ANNs have been utilized to take their unique prediction 

characteristics and approach into consideration a whole unit 

before deciding on one final estimate. The overall available 

data for equipping the models with features that might influ-

ence their decision is split in a 4:1 ratio for training and testing. 

The random forest is regarded as a decision tree ensemble 

which is used in most classification problem for determining 

the final output through a multiple decision tree vote. Gini In-

dex is set as the learning criterion and a 100-tree structure 

would be viable for the problem-solving process. The Ada-

Boost algorithm works based upon a iterative ensemble ap-

proach providing a combination of weight settings to provide 

the best accuracy even with outliers. Logistic Regression em-

ploys a sigmoid function to fit the data. It provides a statistical 

approach to solve prediction problems in a probabilistic man-

ner. The logistic regression algorithm uses logistic function to 

squeeze the output of a linear equation between 0 and 1 and is 

modified ideally for classification problems. The Naïve Bayes 

classifiers, obtaining their name from the fact that they pre-

sume that the features of provided data are independent of each 

other. The likeliness of the prediction belonging to each class 

is computed based upon probability and the most probable la-

bel is assigned as the final prediction. The bagging tree algo-

rithm portrays an ensemble equipped with replacement sam-

pling and finalizes its prediction based on the majority vote. 

All the aforementioned models are combined to form a com-

plete ensemble for detecting the presence of malicious activity 

in the CAN bus. 

The second module component focuses on the protection of 

the network data transfer between the passenger’s personal de-

vice and the vehicle. The type of malware (General Malware, 

Component specific intrusion or Adware) is also recognized by 

the system. This overall detection system can be split into three 

steps of operation- data preprocessing, feature selection and fi-

nal prediction. The raw data flowing between the device and 

the vehicle is processed into the system in well sized segments. 

A tenfold cross validation is implemented with a 3:1 split of 

the overall data available for training and testing. Hyperparam-

eter tuning is done to adjust the model to the available data and 

to obtain the maximal accuracy possible. Once the system 

achieves reliable accuracy on the testing data. The final phase 

of the system is done upon widespread implementation for real 

time prediction and monitoring in self driving vehicles. Figure 

2 demonstrates the structure of the second component module. 

 
  

Fig. 2. Internal Architecture of IDS enabled Smart cars 

 A similar ensemble structure as implemented in the first in-

trusion detection is utilized here. Decision Trees, Random For-

est, K Nearest Neighbours algorithms were employed for for-

mulating the final predictions. The hyper parameters of each 

model are varied and the best setting are identified for real life 

application as a malware identification component in autono-

mous vehicles. The tuning of the parameters boosts up the per-

formance and best optimized cost for the ensemble algorithm. 

The execution times and F1 scores are taken into consideration 

while constantly modifying the values for varied experimental 

conditions.  

 The overall system, including the two modules is integrated 

in to the vehicle’s default software during production of the 

inter vehicular settings. Once a malware prediction is made on 

the CAN Bus or on the V2D network, the passenger in the ve-

hicle is notified along with the control centre of the traffic man-

agement system present in the surrounding locality. In last, we 

request to refer other works to know more about importance of 

Vehicular Adhoc Network, Future Vehicles of Tomorrow in 

current era, raised issues in the respective sector and solutions 

for identified issues using Deep Learning or Machine learning, 

etc., techniques. Hence, in near future we will see the integra-

tion of many emerging technologies like Artificial Intelli-

gence, Blockchain Technology, Cloud Computing, Internet of 

Things, etc., to improve the comfort or efficient of autono-

mous/ future vehicles. 

 

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

 

The simulation results were obtained through a combinational 

use of VANETsim, The Network Simulator – 2 (NS-2) and Py-

thon for training the machine learning models models and cre-

ating the final ensemble. NS-2 is a discrete event simulator 

whereas VANETsim is a vehicle network specific simulator to 

test security solutions. The final ensemble model achieved sig-
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nificantly higher performance in terms of accuracy when com-

pared to the individuals’ models. As this research progresses, 

the results of the paper will be provided with the extended ver-

sion of this work. Further, researchers can find related articles 

on Adhoc network and their uses in different sectors with mod-

ern/ futuristic technologies in [32-53]. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER 

DISCUSSIONS 

 

With a rapid increase in the digitalization of vehicles, the cus-

tomer’s needs have also evolved towards expecting additional 

features, connectivity and services. The integration of embed-

ded system devices into the vehicle structure has become pop-

ular in the development of future smart vehicles. With increase 

in complexity of autonomous vehicles, the vulnerabilities and 

loopholes in the system also increase. Hence the security of the 

system should be commensurate to the complexity of the over-

all vehicular network architecture. Network based malware at-

tacks on the vehicle’s communications systems are most com-

mon. The intervehicle, vehicle to device, vehicle to infrastruc-

ture and vehicle to vehicle communication networks are stand-

ardly enabled in all autonomous cars. This paper proposes a 

complete machine-based detection system called IMPROVE 

for recognizing abnormalities and anomalies in the CAN inter-

nal network or in the network established between the vehicle 

and the passenger’s personal device. A multiple model ma-

chine learning approach has been employed for the creation of 

both modules in IMPROVE. 

 The overall system detects any malicious behaviour based 

on predictive modelling and notifies the passengers along with 

the nearby traffic control center if a positive prediction is 

made. This aims to resolve security issues sue to network mal-

ware vulnerabilities in autonomous cars. There is however 

some ambiguity revolving around the practical application of 

this framework in real life situation and the degree of mitiga-

tion required. The automotive companies directly involved in 

car production are not the only ones who should be focusing 

on digital vehicle safety. Third party suppliers and service part-

ners involved in providing component or software services for 

the autonomous vehicles must also prioritize network security 

as a breach in their own component could open up a pathway 

to the main supplier’s service network. This will result in un-

necessary legal implications for the third-party companies cou-

pled with the loss of trust in consumers. Hence, autonomous 

vehicle securities are critical for the progress and mainstream 

application of self-driving cars in the future and IMPROVE 

aims to provide a positive step towards this motive. 
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